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Evening Program

Introduction by Kasia Fudakowski

Manifesto

Last Aid exercise 

...

Wheel of Fortune

1.1. Lydia Röder, a certified Last Aid course teacher and 

palliative practitioner will demonstrate the power of horizontal 

sound through the Körpertambura, an intuitively playable 

sound instrument that can be placed on a person's body for 

sound treatment and deep molecular meditation. 

2. Karin Kytökangas with a paper airplane - we may witness a 

dream come true, and most likely a crash thereafter. 

3.3. Simon Blanck with 'The Twentieth Century: A Bummer' - A 

three and a half minute reflection on the twentieth century 

through a variety of stones and fonts. 

4. John-Luke Roberts with ‘It Is (A Bit) Better’ - an attempt to 

get everything, finally, in order.

5.5. Rattelschneck, with ‘Palliative Geschichten’, 2019 - 2022, 

live comic-strip reading, in German language with impromptu 

English translation.

6. Olav Westphalen, with ‘Cancer-Break-up-Songs’, 2019 - 

2022, performance with video.

7.7. Leila Peacock with ‘I Believed I Could Fly’ - a reworking of 

the classic anthem for over-zealous self-optimisers to 

incorporate an embrace of the imminent end.

8. Anna M. Szaflarski and Kevin Napier are Laszlo Gumm, an 

experimental improvisational performance duo that will 

explore parallel tangents of existence, imagining a world 

where one could simultaneously live out every possible 

decision available to us. 

9.9. Ethan Hayes-Chute with “Pläsnt Dschörnie – Hold Tight”  - 

A firm stance on how to reinforce your wares within the act of 

relocation. A practical guide.

10.  Mathias Lempart with ‘Art Beyond Sight’ – a live 

demonstration on how to reproduce an existing artwork 

based on nonvisual descriptors.

11.11. Xavier Robles de Medina with ‘Laughter yoga’ – an 

introduction to a prolonged voluntary laughter excercise.

12.  Dafna Maimon & Ethan Hayes-Chute with ‘Camp Solong: 

I Didn’t Go’ - In this video, a coulda-been camper takes a 

journey through a world of regrets; don’t make the same 

mistake: Apply Now!

13.13. Nala Tessloff with a musical manifesto - a live 

performance of 'A call for the Palliative Turn' arranged by the 

artist. 

14. Annemarie Goldschmidt, a specialised Kinesiologist and 

health practitioner, will conduct a short exercise to connect 

mind and body in order to ease through challenging 

transitions.

15.15. Dafna Maimon with ‘Grief, Gratitude and Granola’, a 

choose your own adventure in how to navigate the swallows 

of sorrow.

16. Sudden Death 

     .  And in the case of absence ‘Stand In stand Out’.


